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EXT. CITY STREET - DAY

Panting hard, HARRY (20’s) musters all his strength to peddle 
his bicycle. On any normal bike Harry would be just fine, but 
it’s kind of hard to get to where you’re going on a bicycle 
built for two.

He’s dressed well for a night on the town, looking rather 
dapper for a bike ride.

Bouncing in the bike’s basket is a bouquet of flowers. Harry 
covers the flowers with one hand to prevent them from flying 
out.

Harry checks his watch; fifteen minutes til noon.

EXT. BUS STOP - DAY

DAISY (20’s) anxiously stands by her luggage as she waits for 
her bus. She nervously fumbles with her ticket in hands until 
finally she re-examines it.

CLOSE ON TICKET

The ticket reads “One way ticket out of town” and “departure 
12:00 PM”

BACK TO SCENE

Daisy nods her head as if to affirm her decision to leave.

EXT. COFFEE SHOP - DAY

Two cops exit from the coffee shop. The FIT COP (30’s) 
retrieves from his shirt pocket a pair of aviators. He slides 
the shades on and surveys the landscape; what a bad ass. He 
takes a stern sip of his black coffee.

The other officer, FAT COP (40’s) attacks the muffin in his 
hand. After a huge bite he of muffin he then sips his large, 
fancy, whip cream topped coffee. It burns his tongue.  

Fit Cop notices something off screen; HEAVY PANTING fills the 
air space. Harry still on the tandem bike struggles as he 
peddles past the Police Officers. 

The officer’s watch Harry roll past them. Fat Cop takes one 
last bite of his muffin as Fit Cop takes another coffee sip.



EXT. SIDEWALK - DAY

Harry comes to a stop on his tandem bike. He wipes the sweat 
from his brow and looks up to across street.

HARRY’s POV

Just across the street at the opposite corner is Daisy 
waiting for the bus.

BACK TO SCENE

Harry Perk’s up with new found energy.

HARRY
(to himself)

Daisy!

INT. BANK - DAY

A ROBBER clad in all black and ski mask holds a BANK TELLER 
at gun point. The Robber stashes handfuls of cash from the 
tellers drawer into his duffle bag.   

Now flush with cash, the Robber zips up the duffle but 
hesitates. Spotting the teller’s candy bowl, the Robber grabs 
a handful of lollipops and jams them into the bag. He widely 
grins at the teller through the ski mask.

The Robber slings the duffle over his shoulder. With haste, 
he exits the bank.

EXT. BANK - CONTINUOUS

The Robber bursts out from the bank. With out taking three 
steps the BANK’S ALARM rattles for the whole town to hear.

The Robber dashes down the bank steps but stops half way.

ROBBER’s POV

Looking down onto the sidewalk the Robber pan’s the 
landscape. All he sees is some goofy looking guy on a Tandem 
Bike.

BACK TO SCENE

The Robber panics and then shouts.

ROBBER
Where’s the car!
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The Robber descends the remaining of the steps.

EXT. COFFEE SHOP 

The two cops lounge at an outdoor table finishing their 
respective coffees. 

They jolt awake to the sound of the BANK’S ALARM.

Both spot the robber dashing down to the sidewalk.

Fit Cop excitedly reaches for the radio on his shoulder. It 
SQUAWKS before he speaks into it.

FIT COP
Officer to Dispatch we have a 459, 
Robbery in progress, pursuing on 
foot.

Fit Cop takes one last sip of his coffee and tosses it behind 
him. He quickly performs a stretch routine and heads into a 
jog.

Fat Cop attempts to finish his coffee. In his hurry coffee 
dribbles down his chin and onto his uniform. He trots after 
his partner. 

EXT. SIDEWALK 

Now on street level, the Robber notices the commotion to his 
left. The cops are headed right towards him.

The Robber looks to his right and examines the tandem bike, 
the back seat is empty.

The love struck Harry mounts the bike once again to finish 
his journey to Daisy. 

The Robber takes one last look at the cops; he has no choice. 
The Robber plunges on to the tandem bike’s back seat. With 
gun in hand he jams it into the back of Harry.

ROBBER
Start Peddling!

Harry spins around in confusion. With cops bounding down on 
them and a gun to his chest, Harry understands and responds 
by taking a nervous big gulp. He mutters.

HARRY
But Daisy.
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The Robber cocks the gun, CLICK!

ROBBER
Or else!

The two begin to peddle. With a few wobbles, the two adjust 
and pull away down the sidewalk.

EXT. STREET 

Harry and the Robber peddle hard on their path; the Robber 
looks over his shoulder.

The Fit Cop and Fat Cop are in hot pursuit. The Fit Cop 
mechanically pumps his arms. The Fat Cop trails behind.

This chase is on.

EXT. PARK - ENTRANCE - DAY

The Robber spies the entrance to the park. Harry dictating 
with flowers in hand attempts to plead his case. The Robber 
ignores Harry and points to the park entrance.

Harry reluctantly steers into the park.

EXT. PARK - CONTINUOUS

It’s a busy afternoon in the lush beautiful park: joggers 
jog, couples picnic, and homeless sleep. 

Harry and the Robber jet down the parks main stretch of path 
swerving their way around the park people. 

HARRY
Look out!

ROBBER
Move out of the way!

A jogger dives for cover; a roller blader crashes into some 
bushes.

EXT. PARK - BIRTHDAY PARTY 

A medium size group gathers around a picnic table. The group 
converses around the center of attention an Elderly Woman. A 
banner hangs above: it reads “Happy 96th Birthday.”
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EXT. PARK - PARKING LOT - DAY

A car trunk slams. Two gentlemen help each other carry a 
large sheet cake. With an extreme amount of candles in it 
there’s no doubt this is for the 96th birthday. 

One on each side of the cake to bear the load, the two 
gentlemen walk off into the park.

EXT. PARK 

Harry and the Robber peddle down the path towards the exit of 
the park. 

The two Gentlemen step into frame with the cake and begin to 
cross the bike path.

Harry and the Robber both react, at their current speed they 
will collide with the cake. 

ROBBER
Cake!

HARRY
A sheet cake!

The two gentlemen turn and see the speeding tandem bike, they 
both jump back. Harry and the Robber swerve on to the grass. 
Their bike sails past the untouched cake.

The two gentlemen breath a sigh of relief and step across the 
bike path.

FIT COP
Police! Watch out.

The two gentlemen freeze on the path as the Fit Cop barrels 
towards them. They brace for impact.

The Fit Cop takes a giant leap and hurdles the cake. Without 
missing a beat the cop continues his foot chase.

The two gentlemen, astounded by the officer’s physical feat, 
fail to notice the Fat Cop also barreling towards them. 

As if he just ran out of gas in his tank the Fat Cop putters 
to a halt right in front of the cake. 

The two gentlemen stare down the panting cop. The Fat Cop 
catches his breath, he gestures to the cake and finally 
spurts out.
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FAT COP
That’s a good looking cake.

EXT. PARK - EXIT 

Harry and Robber look over their shoulder. In the distance 
they see the Fit Cop still pursuing them on foot.

The Robber turns to Harry. Harry pleads once more showing The 
Robber the flowers.

HARRY
We have to go back!

The Robber presses the gun into Harry once more.

ROBBER
Keep moving!

EXT. CHURCH - DAY

It’s a wedding. Guests line the stairs of the church as the 
bride and groom step out from the church doors. The guests 
toss rice as the newlyweds pass.

The bride and groom reach the street curb where their 
decorated car awaits. The bride turns and waves her bouquet 
in the air; it’s time for the bouquet toss.

All the singles ladies line up and the bride tosses the 
bouquet in the air.

At that very moment the tandem bikes strolls by. The bouquet 
disappears and one of the singles is left with Harry’s 
flowers in her hand.

The crowd reacts with confusion as the Fit Cop sprints pass.

EXT. STREET 

Harry stares down at the wedding bouquet in his hands.

HARRY
Oh no!

He realizes he caught the bouquet and tossed Daisy’s Flowers 
in the process. Harry cranks the handle bars to the left; 
he’s turning the bike.

ROBBER
Hey What are you doing?
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The two create a huge loop back towards the wedding party.

The Fit Cop loops right behind them.

EXT. CHURCH

Harry and the Robber plummet back towards the wedding party.

Wedding guests shout aggressively as they assault the tandem 
bike with rice. 

Harry spots the single lady with his flowers. He readies 
himself then reaches out for the flowers. He snatches them 
right up.

The tandem bike passes an angry bride and a nervous groom. 

HARRY
Congratulations!

ROBBER
Cheers!

The two escape the hail storm of rice.

Harry takes one last look and tosses the bouquet back to the 
wedding party.

The single ladies intuitively dive for the bouquet just as 
the Fit Cop crosses through.

The Fit Cop swims through the crowd and hail of rice with 
ease. He sprints on after the tandem bike.

EXT. STREET 

The Robber satisfied with Harry’s performance pats Harry on 
the back.

ROBBER
That a boy!

HARRY
Thanks.

EXT. PARK - BIRTHDAY PARTY - DAY

The birthday party crowds around the sheet cake on the picnic 
table. The cake has a huge messy chunk missing from it. The 
Elderly Woman after staring down at the cake finally looks 
up.
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ELDERLY WOMAN
Who ate my cake?

EXT. STREET - DAY

Back to Harry and the Robber peddling away.

The Robber looks back. To his surprise to see the Fit Cop 
still after them and actually gaining on their position.

ROBBER
Can’t shake him!

Harry is struck with an idea.

HARRY
Wait! Over here!

The bike glides off to the right.

EXT. CAR WASH 

A weathered looking sign beckons customers with its arrow 
“car wash enter here.”

Harry and the Robber zip past the enter sign.

INT. CAR WASH - CONTINUOUS

The tandem bike appears at the mouth of the car wash tunnel. 

As the bike passes, Harry leans out to what must be the 
control panel.

CLOSE UP - CONTROL PANEL

Harry’s hand reaches out to a selection of buttons that 
mechanize the car wash. Harry punches the large green button.

BACK TO SCENE

Fit Cop appears just feet behind the tandem bike. He reaches 
for the Robber’s bag when suddenly a cascade of water nails 
him.

The bike swiftly passes down the tunnel barely dodging blasts 
of foam and water.

The Fit Cop is a machine as he powers through each obstacle 
the car wash throws at him. Nonetheless, with each burst of 
H20, soap, and air jet the Fit Cop slows his stride. 
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EXT. CAR WASH - CONTINUOUS

The bike rockets forth from the exit of the car wash and 
speeds away.

Pause.

The Fit Cop emerges from the car wash depths. He is soaked 
and ruffled. He no longer is at full pace but rather 
staggering. He wobbles with each step until finally he 
becomes off balance. With one last stare off towards the 
getaway bikers he crashes to the ground. 

The Fit Cop has been defeated.

EXT. STREET - CONTINUOUS

Still peddling hard down the street, Harry and the Robber 
look over their shoulder.

No Coppers to be seen. 

They celebrate. Harry pumps his fist in the air. The Robber 
pats Harry on the back.

Harry glances down at his flowers for Daisy. Reminded of his 
original quest, he peddles with renewed determination.

EXT. BANK 

The Bike lands just where the madness began. The Robber 
starts to freak out when Harry jumps off his bike.

ROBBER
Hey man!

The Robber looks back and forth, the coast is clear.

Harry with flowers in hand runs across the street.

HARRY
Daisy!

The Robber watches his new found accomplice scramble across 
the street. 

EXT. BUS STOP - CONTINUOUS

A bus accelerates away with a cloud of dust. Daisy is no 
longer standing and waiting at the terminal. 
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Harry dashes in fourth, arms out reached, and flowers in 
hand.

HARRY
No wait! Stop!

Harry folds over out of breath. He looks up again.

HARRY (CONT’D)
Come back...

Harry hangs his head. He knows he was too late.

The world stands still.

ROBBER
Get on!

The tandem bike pushes towards Harry. The Robber waves Harry 
on.

ROBBER (CONT’D)
We’re catching that bus.

Harry nods as he grabs the back seat of the bike. With a 
running push off, Harry jumps back on the bike.

EXT. STREET 

Daisy’s bus travels up the street, off in the distance tandem 
bike flickers in the sunlight.

Harry and the Robber give it all the strength they got, both 
very determined.

They’re actually doing it they’re gaining on the bus.

EXTREME CLOSE UP - PAVEMENT

A sharp nail shimmers in the noon sun.

EXT. STREET 

Harry and The Robber react as they hear a loud POP followed 
by ESCAPING AIR. The bike becomes harder to peddle. The two 
look at each other and instantly realize they have a flat 
tire.

The bus putters away out of sight. Harry and the Robber are 
speechless. 

This is it. End of the line.
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The ROAR of an ENGINE surprises the two, just as a rusted up 
Oldsmobile nearly slams into them.

The driver leans out the window; it’s another criminal in a 
ski mask. This must be the Robber’s PARTNER and the missing 
getaway car.  

PARTNER
We gotta go!

The Robber and Harry look at each other. Harry gestures to 
the flowers. The Robbers understands and nods. 

The Robber taps Harry on the shoulder, motions towards the 
car. The Robber yell’s to his Partner.

ROBBER
Follow that bus!

Harry opens the backseat door but before he steps in he gives 
one last look to the tandem bike.

The bike, war torn from the adventure, lays in the street. 

Harry gives a last wave to the bike and steps in the 
automobile.

INT. VEHICLE - CONTINUOUS

The Robber and Partner bicker as Harry settles in. The 
partner pushes a parking ticket in the Robber’s face.

ROBBER
Just Drive!

As the Partner slams on the accelerator. The Partner removes 
their ski mask revealing that she is a lady. She tosses her 
long hair out of her face and aggressively mans the wheel.

After a short pause the two start to bicker again. Harry only 
catches bits of the argument: where the car was suppose to 
be, idling in a red zone, and a costly parking ticket.

Harry turns his attention to outside of the car.

EXT. STREET 

The getaway car speeds up forward. It’s side by side with the 
bus. 

Harry leans out the window and spots Daisy sitting inside the 
bus.
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Harry shakes the flowers towards the bus.

HARRY
Daisy!!!

Harry shouts but his screams do not penetrate into the bus.

In the distance SIRENS fire out as a police squad car races 
to catch up.

INT. SQUAD CAR - DAY

The Fat Cop grips the steering wheel. He wipes frosting from 
his face.

The Fit Cop, still wet from the car wash, points straight 
ahead out the windshield.

INT. VEHICLE 

Harry searches the car looking for something to get Daisy’s 
attention.

The bag of stolen cash lays next to Harry.

EXT. STREET 

Harry leans again out the window with stacks of cash in hand.

Harry reaches back and launches a wad of bills at the bus, 
the wad splashes against the bus window before exploding onto 
the street.

ROBBER
Hey! My money!

INT. BUS - CONITNUOUS

Daisy is awoken from her melancholy state from the THUD of 
CASH BRICKS hitting her window.

The bus passengers uproar in excitement.

Daisy peers out the window, it’s Harry tossing the money.

DAISY
Harry!?
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INT. VEHICLE - CONTINUOUS

The Robber reels Harry back into the vehicle.

INT. BUS - CONTINUOUS

Daisy stands and marches to the front of the bus.

DAISY
Stop the bus!

EXT. STREET 

The bus grinds to a halt. The getaway car’s brakes SCREECH as 
they stop with the bus.

Harry explodes from the car.

The police vehicle fish tails as it also stops in front of 
the bus.

The bus doors open and Daisy immediately jumps out.

Harry and Daisy meet on the street.

HARRY
Don’t go, Daisy.

Harry holds up the bouquet of mangled flowers, they’ve seen 
better days.

Daisy happily excepts the flowers.

DAISY
I won’t, Harry.

The two embrace amongst the chaos. 

INT. BUS - CONTINUOUS

The bus travelers and driver politely clap for the couple 
outside.

EXT. STREET 

The Fit Cop and Fat Cop exit their squad car. Guns a blazing 
they race to the getaway car.
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INT. VEHICLE 

The Partner and Robber gleefully smile as they see their 
newfound accomplice get his girl.

The Robber’s smile disappears once the police officers come 
into view. The Robber shoves an elbow at his still gleeful 
struck Partner.

ROBBER
Let’s go!

The Partner turns the ignition but the car won’t start.

EXTREME CLOSE UP - DASH BOARD

The gas gauge reads empty.

EXT. STREET 

Handcuffed, The Robber and Partner bicker again as they are 
escorted by the officers.

The Fit Cop and Fat Cop toss the two criminals into the back 
of the squad car and slam the doors.

The Fit Cop and Fat Cop shake hands. They successfully 
apprehended the bank robbers.

INT. SQUAD CAR 

The Robber and Partner continue to argue. They blame each 
other for everything that went wrong from parking tickets and 
gas tanks to tandem bikes and bus chasing.

Interjecting into their arguing, they suddenly pause and 
stare into each other's eyes.

After the quick beat the two furiously and passionately lock 
lips with each other.

EXT. STREET 

The squad car pulls away from the scene passing Harry and 
Daisy. Harry waves it goodbye.

HARRY
Thanks for the ride! 

The bus is next. It rides off into the distance leaving Daisy 
and her travel items.
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Harry and Daisy walk off down the street with luggage in tow.

EXT. STREET - MOMENTS LATER

Harry approaches the abandoned tandem bike. He picks it up 
off the ground and begins to walk it beside him.

Daisy and Harry reunited at last stroll off into the horizon. 

THE END
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